TECHNOLOGY WORKSHOPS
URI FACULTY & STAFF

Check out our Statistical Software Training too! SAS, SPSS, R

Other Tech Training Opportunities!

INTRODUCING…BYE BYE SAKAI SERIES

Sakai Site Cleanup Do you want to transfer files from Sakai to your local hard drive? Or maybe you just want to just clean up some files prior to the Brightspace migration. Bring your device or use one of our MacBooks and let’s have a look at your Sakai sites together. Weekly Drop-in times Fridays starting 11/08 from 1:00 PM-3:00 PM Tyler 109 *No Registration Required (check calendar for updates)

G Suite: Project Site Alternatives Do you maintain a project site in Sakai? What tools are you using in Sakai that could better be served with G Suite apps? Let us help you convert your project and utilize Google Groups, Sites and Drive to better communicate and collaborate with your audience. Tyler 109: 10/23, 10/30, 11/6, 11/13, 10:00am-11:30am REGISTER

Mail Merge Basics NEW! The "Mail Merge" feature in Microsoft Word can be a powerful tool. Mail Merge allows users to insert personalized contact information from a spreadsheet. Quinn 215 Lab: 10/22 9:00am-10:30am REGISTER

Webex NEW! Get a tour of the Webex interface and then explore various tool functionalities and basic web conferencing operations. Offered online only every other Monday from 2:00pm-3:00pm: 10/7, 10/21, 11/4, 11/18, 12/2, 12/16 REGISTER

Excel Tips & Tricks Are you lost with Excel? Get familiar with spreadsheet properties by utilizing formulas and commands. See how to interpret and organize your data in a meaningful way. Quinn Lab 215: 10/16 and 10/23 9:00-10:30am REGISTER

draw.io Charting Basics Create flowcharts, UMLs, entity relation diagrams, website wireframes, organizational charts, network diagrams, mockups. Quinn Lab 215: 10/29 9:00am - 10:30am and 11/13 1pm-2:30pm REGISTER
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